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MORE VALUE TO PACKAGING
Over the last 18 years, The SYTO Group has become a leading group of packaging companies. The group
consists of one packing company in The Netherlands, with its premises in Culemborg, nearby Utrecht and two
packing companies in Poland, one with its premises in Wolsztyn, nearby Poznan, and the second one in
Wadowice, nearby Krakow. The SYTO Group offers total solutions for the food and non-food industry.
Our activities include:






sealing and shrink wrapping ( 3 full automat seal / shrink devices )
compose displays
mailing fulfilment
mounting / assembly of goods
product packing/ product labeling






processing / sorting / packing
quality control
prepare for shipment
warehousing up to 5000 pallets



camera protection (16 cameras in NL and 30 cameras in PL)

In combination with an European network of suppliers in many graphical disciplines, such as: printing, binding,
direct mail and fulfilment, is SYTO able to guide complete co-packing projects that will result in higher efficiency
and sustainability in the supply chain.
SYTO is an expert in manual labour for all kinds of products, such as: printing work, calendars, catalogues with
birth, wedding and anniversary announcements, Christmas productions, multimedia productions like games, cd
and DVD’s, cosmetics, packed food, displays and concept and loyalty actions. In the recent years the Group
is specialized in processing concepts for shopper marketing, promotion and loyalty programs.
For the horticulture industry we pack millions of plastic plant nametags

Specialized in processing concepts for shopper marketing, promotion and loyalty programs
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A ONE-STOP-SHOPPING CONCEPT
To value added products and services
Nowadays, the manufacturing industry is facing a challenge because of the emerging demand of advanced
logistic services. Globalization, margin pressure on products, lead-time reduction, customer orientation and
outsourcing are some major changes.
The market requires more service, more customisation and exclusivity for an affordable price. As a group SYTO
offers a logistic one-stop-shopping concept. SYTO supplies services such as: warehousing, distribution,
pick and pack, cross docking (VAL and VAS). This fully adapted to the wishes of our customers.
SYTO wants to form a platform to deliver total solutions for our customers in packaging, logistics and
distribution.
THE NEW BUSINESS MODEL
To offer our customers a logistic one-stop-shopping concept SYTO tightens her focus and defined five
platforms; packing, warehousing, distribution, value added logistics / value added service and a quality
improvement process (QIP), all drivers for growth.
Together, these five platforms create a connected portfolio of work. United or in combinations we see many
opportunities and synergies between the platforms.
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STRATEGIC FOCUS
Markets are under pressure and finding business opportunities is a challenge. As of 2012 SYTO found new
markets. Large to very large scale manual labour projects! SYTO managed to successfully distinguish herself
from their competitors in a very short period.


February ‘12, SYTO NL packs 200.000 “AH shops” (125 year’s existence of Albert Heijn).



October ‘12, SYTO PL processed world release of the game World of Warcraft 1.200.000 st.



October ‘12, SYTO NL processed 112.000.000 loyalty cards



January ‘13, SYTO NL packs 150.000 “kitchens” + 1780 displays Albert Heijn.



September ‘13, SYTO NL processed 265.000.000 loyalty cards



October ‘13, SYTO PL produces world release of the game Watchdog.



November ‘13, SYTO NL processed 80.000.000 loyalty cards



January ‘14, SYTO NL processed 135.000.000 loyalty cards



February ‘14, SYTO PL processed 22.000.000 loyalty cards



March ‘14, SYTO PL processed 4.000.000 Nelson Mandela stamps



April ‘14, SYTO PL processed 8.000 robots Marlyn Farmer project (picture)



September ‘14, SYO NL processed 45.000.000 puzzles for Albert Heijn NL



February ‘15, SYTO NL processed 20.000.000 puzzles for Albert Czech.



November ‘14 till January ’15, SYTO PL processed 44.000.000 kitchen gardens for Albert Heijn NL

AH loyalty action kitchen gardens
44.000.000 pots
4243 pallets

AH loyalty action kitchens
150.000 kitchens
1562 pallets to DC AH

AH loyalty action AH shops
200.000 shops
2038 pallets to DC AH

136 trucks to DC Albert Heijn NL
86 trucks to SYTO PL
428 employees 24/7
189.000 working hours
12 weeks

1780 displays to DC AH
5 weeks

7 weeks
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WAREHOUSING

SYTO Culemborg NL

SYTO Wolsztyn PL

SYTO Wolsztyn PL

PRODUCTION

SYTO Culemborg NL

SYTO Wolsztyn PL

SYTO Wolsztyn PL

PRODUCTS
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Finally
Next to the company located in The Netherlands, the two Polish subsidiaries can offer the same activities. When
customers decide to outsource their projects through a subsidiary in Poland, an advantage up to 25% can be
reached.
The Polish subsidiaries of SYTO are ISO 9001/2008 and ISO 22000 certified. A lot of renowned multinationals
have found their way to SYTO such as: Nivea, Mead West Vaco, Rockwool, MPO, Estee Lauder and Bonduelle.
The SYTO Group will expand in the coming years, enough reason to keep a close eye on SYTO.
Maybe you can use our objectives to reach your own objectives and of course vice versa.
The question is: do we match?
When the information in this brochure has caught your attention, don’t wait any longer and see what SYTO can
offer you.

World release “game of the year 2012” 1.200.000 pieces
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CONTACT US
SYTO Co-Packaging Nederland BV
Erasmusweg 11
4104 AL Culemborg, The Nederlands

 info@syto.biz
 +31 (0)345535321
 +31 (0)622397589

SYTO Co-Packaging Poland Sp. z o.o.
Berzyna 79
64-200 Wolsztyn, Poland

 info@syto.biz
 +48 (0)683474800
 +31 (0)622397589

SYTO Co-Packaging Wadowice Sp. z o.o.

 info@syto.biz

Ul. Wadowicka 172A
34-120 Andrychów, Inwałd, Poland

 +31 (0)622397589

 +48 (0)338705646

SYTO Co-Packaging Poland

Internationalization means:
Product can be produced anywhere, using resources from anywhere, by a
company located anywhere, to a quality found anywhere, to be sold anywhere.
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